“Do it yourself” DRIP IRRIGATION
Instead of purchasing costly aqua spikes, make your own drip irrigation system. It takes minutes and costs
almost nothing. Gradual watering systems are not only a great time saver but they will work wonders during
midsummer drought.
What you will need:
Two-liter plastic soda bottle or water bottle with the lid
Drill and small drill bit
Sharp knife
Cutting surface
Drill 4-8 small holes into the cap of the plastic bottle. If you want it to drip slower use less holes, faster use
more holes. Don't make holes that are too small, they will become clogged up by debris. Remove the
bottom of the bottle by cutting vertically across with a sharp knife. I find a serrated knife works well.
Removing the bottom of the bottle creates a funnel for you to easily pour water into. The wide mouthed
opening will also catch some water when it rains.
Dig a hole next to a plant or in between a grouping of plants that is deep enough to bury at least one third
to one half of the bottle. If you position the bottle in amongst a grouping of plants it will be hidden from view.
Place the bottle in the hole with the cap side down and secure it into the hole by pressing dirt around it.
This will ensure that your bottle stays in place. Pour water into the bottle until it is full. You can add fertilizer
to the bottle every few weeks so that your plants are fertilized right at the roots.
You will need to fill your bottle when it is empty, once a day or less depending on how much direct, hot sun
your plants receive. Make several bottles to place in all your large containers or next to plants in your
garden such as tomatoes that require a lot of water.

